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Starting Sensory Integration Therapy provides 100+ activities and games for children with
Sensory Processing Disorders (SPDs). Children have a great time while activities exercise the
seven sensory “muscle groups”: the visible, auditory, tactile, olfactory, oral, vestibular, and
proprioceptive senses. Most “ingredients” are already readily available: empty yogurt cups,
string, soap, Kool-help, flour, paper plates, etc.” section shows how exactly to use the same
ingredients in new and different ways. If the kids tire of an activity, an “Extend It! Parent of a son
with SPD, author Bonnie Arnwine chose actions that require minimal time, cash, and clean-up.
Activities can be enjoyed with others, therefore children also benefit from interacting socially
with their peers, parents, and teachers.
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Great for parents which are hands on and like to . I'll also use it with my grandchildren. A must
have. Great for parents which are hands in and like to get extra help for their kids. I am my
children therapist at home, although he takes weekly therapies. great resource This book has
lots of activities to use in my own classroom of students with special needs... It helped me
understand and relate with my Grand children. Great for Parents and Teachers! Love this book
since it is easy to learn and has wonderful ideas which you can use. It is a book that you will go
back to again and again for activities.. Sensory diet activities Great for parents that want to get
sensory activities for his or her kid with sensory processing difficulties.Nice explanation of what
sensory is and how children respond differently based on their requirements.teachers will find
it all highly benefcial. It really is full of great activities for both indoors and out, and provides
you some more options to help fill in the wholes in your childs sensory diet plan that you may
have thought had been to hard to fill at home. Four Stars love this reserve! It has great ideas to
make use of if if a child doesn't have sensory integration. Five Stars Great ideas.. Sensory
Integration Very informative book. Ok Ok Mom searching for options I think this is a great book
for anyone who is around a kid with sensory processing disorder... Beginning Sensory
Integration Therapy: Fun Activities that won't Destroy YOUR HOUSE or Classroom This book has
wonderful ideas to use in a classroom or aware of children. Great Ideas.
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